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History of Kioti Tractors
Based in South Korea Daedong has been a leading manufacturer of agricultural 
related machines since 1947.

Their mission is to perfect the fabrication and distribution of tractors. With 5 
factories including a foundry they ensure the quality and strength of all the 
components. The ranges of tractors are designed to improve the efficiency and 
development of crop establishment and maintenance.

In 1949 Daedong designed their first engines and in 1968 their first tractors.

Their first export market was the USA where they are an established major 
player. Exports to Europe and the UK started in 1990. Today they export to 80 
countries. Kioti is the trade name that is used for the products in the European, 
American and Australian markets. To assist with the distribution of tractors and 
spare parts throughout Europe in 2012 Kioti EU was founded and moved into 
a premises in Rotterdam. 

South Korea - USA - Europe 

“Our company is totally committed to the industry and the customers we serve. Our full consideration 
to this mission is a given. This is why our company promises to produce for you the very best of  
machinery making the purchase of a Kioti product a unique experience. This is what we do”

– Peter Dong Kyun Kim, CEO, Daedong – USA,inc. Kioti Tractor Division.

20.000
Machines 

manufactured 
annually across the 

world

3200
Tractors and Utility 

vehicles sold  
through Europe  

each year

The philosophy of Kioti 

Kioti is the Korean name for Coyote.  
Strong and fast this robust animal is 
spread across the North American  
continent working in packs.

History
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21 to 125 Horse power
The Kioti tractor models currently range from 

21 to 125 Hp 

2019 Tier IV
To answer the forthcoming  

engine environmental regulations, 
Kioti is the first manufacturer  

to offer all tractors above  
51 horse power, with Tier IV 

 performance engines.

The mission of Kioti UK: 
Kioti Uk Ltd was established in the UK February 2016. 
The sole purpose of the company is to sell, promote 
and support the Kioti ranges of tractors, Utility side by
 side vehicles and WD1260 cut and collect mowers.

In the UK there is an experienced team selling the products throughout the UK. All sales 
are made using the Kioti Uk Dealer network . If you look on the Dealer locator part of the 
Kioti Uk website (www.kioti-uk.com) you will be able to find your nearest dealer.
Kioti Uk Ltd. is owned by the Dutch Pols group. The Pols group is a third generation, 
family run company based conveniently just outside the Dutch Port City of Rotterdam. 
They specialise in Compact tractors, Ground care products, recycling equipment and 
suction excavators. 

As well as the UK the Pols group are responsible for the supply of Kioti products to the 
markets of Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg, Switzerland France and Romania.
Sales of Kioti products continue to grow in the UK and the ranges continue to evolve. 
The focus is always to improve Operator comfort and efficiency. Kioti have always offered 
you a premium product for premium discerning users.

«With the Kioti Tractors many features normally considered as options are provided as standard. We are confident with the quality and 
design of the Kioti products that are produced and sold. This is why all Kioti tractors are sold with a manufacturers 4 year warranty.»

KIOTI UK Ltd.
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UNITED KINGDOM

 Commercial duty mower WD1260 

Power - number of cylinders 26 HP - 3 cylinders

Cylinders 1131 cc

Capacity of fuel tank 20 litres

Type of cutting deck Central 1220 mm

Number of blades 2

Capacity of collection box 600 litres

Height of tip (high tip) 1910 mm

Transmission 1 Range

Weight with collector 805 Kg

WD1260

 Specifications WD1260

Road Lights Optional

4 wheel drive No

Collection fan No

Sprung Suspension seat Standard

Mulching kit Optional

Side discharge No

Cut and collect mower WD

4 Green space range - Mowers 

WD1260

The range of Kioti professional Mowers are designed to give a high output with a high quality of cut and 
collection whatever the conditions, including wet grass.

The Kioti WD1260 is equipped with a centrally mounted rear discharge cutting deck. The collection box 
has a capacity of 600 litres. The ejection channel is extremely large and very short this gives a perfect 
collection performance.

The WD is fitted with a 26 horse power engine this is the same reliable unit as fitted in the 
Kioti CS2610. The twin pedal hydrostatic transmission and the hydraulic power 

steering allows the unit to make complex manoeuvres even in tight areas.

 An electric switch allows the cut and collect operation to be operated 
either in manual mode or automatic. In automatic the cutting blades stop 
when the collection box is full.

 THERE ARE 3 X MODELS AVAILABLE:

 - Non collection model with optional shroud
 - Low tip WD1260L (tip heigth 580 mm)
 - High WD1260 H (tip height 1910 mm)



UNITED KINGDOM

 Tracteur Sub-compact CS2220 CS2610

Horse power 21,5 HP 26 HP

Cylinders CC 1131 cc 1131 cc

Fuel tank capacity 25.1 litres 25.5 litres

Transmission Mech. 6 fwd. - 3 rev. Hydrostatic 2 ranges

Speeds Forward 0.95- 15.6 (0.59-9.69) 
Reverse 1.18 – 5.97 (0.73 – 3.71)

Forward 0.95- 15.6 (0.59-9.69) 
Reverse 1.18 – 5.97 (0.73 – 3.71)

PTO Rear 540 trs/min - Mid 2200 trs/min Rear 540 trs/min - Mid 2200 trs/min 

Hydraulic 24.6 l-min 24.6 l-min

Rear Linkage cat 1 capacity at link arm ends 715 kg cat 1 capacity at link arm ends 715 kg 

Length 2623 mm 2623 mm

Width 998 mm 1181 mm

Weight with ROPS 710 kg 710 kg

Optional Loader Yes, with 1219mm bucket Yes, with 1219mm bucket

Max lift of front loader with bucket level 1638 mm 1638 mm

Maximum capacity of loader  

with loader fully raised
306.3 kg 306.3 kg

 

CS

The Subcompact tractor models 

Green space range 5

WD1260

The CS2610 subcompact tractor is well known to be ideal for 
all types of work in green spaces. Agile and compact the CS 
can be equipped with an optional mid mounted mower deck 
and a Kioti manufactured front loader attachment.

Its narrow width and low centre of gravity gives it a very tight 
turning circle This makes it easy to use and very agile even 
in tight spaces.

Small in size but large in character the rear 3 point linkage 
is perfect to work with your various pieces of equipment 

whatever your requirements.

This tractor is Road homologated and gives you the versatility, 
stature and peace of mind to drive in public spaces.

The operation of the Kioti CS is very simple, it has, two pedal 
hydrostatic transmission (0ne pedal for forward and one for 
reverse), hydraulic power steering and a large spacious flat 
floored operator platform. The controls are conveniently 
positioned. All of these features put together mean that even if 
using the CS2610 for long working hours it is a pleasure to use. 

The new CS2220 mechanical transmission model compliments the range 
beautifully. Based on the same chassis as the hydrostatic CS model, it has a  
21.5 hp engine, 6 forward and 3 reverse gears. The engines 1133 cc displacement 
ensures the tractor has the grunt to out perform competitors.



UNITED KINGDOM

 Compact tractor
 (medium chassis)

CK2810 CK3310

Horse Power 28 HP 33 HP

Cylinder capacity 1393 cc 1647 cc

Fuel Tank 25 litres 25 litres

PTO 540 rpm 540 rpm

Hydraulic Flow 43 l-min (17+26) 43 l-min (17+26)

Linkage Cat 1 Capacity of 739 KG  
at link arms

Cat 1 Capacity of 739 KG 
at link arms

Width with Ag. Tyres 1180 mm 1180 mm

Weight 1025 kg 1025 kg

 Equipment CK2810 CK3310 510

Mechanical Transmission version Available Available

Hydrostatic transmission version Available Available

Floor mat Standard Standard

Under seat Protection Panel Standard Standard

Loader Joystick Standard Standard

1 x rear Double acting valve with detent (2 x ports Standard Standard

Rear linkage = Cat 1 Standard Standard

Cruise speed (HST only) Standard Standard

Mid PTO Option Option

Single rocker Pedal HST Standard Standard

Green space range

CK tractors 
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CK2810 CK2810

The Kioti CK compact tractor range offers two horse powers, 28 and 
33 HP*. The chassis is the same for both models. With two types of 
transmission available the CK tractor answers perfectly the need for 
a tractor that can be used intensively in green spaces and many other 
applications.

To guarantee that your CK tractor will perform with maximum efficiency 
and productivity we offer you a choice of transmission systems HST 
or Mechanical.

When traction work is the main priority the mechanical 
transmission is fast and economic. The 4 wheel drive 
when engaged gives the ideal power to weight ratio. 
This permits the full power of the CK models to be 
fully used. 

 The flexibility of the Hydrostatic transmission and 
the comfort whilst working, ensures where required, 
a precise and high level of productivity.

Whatever it is you want to do it is you who will dictate 
the speed of your work.

CK
* The CK3310 uses a larger engine to give a massive 
18% increase in performance. Operators love the 
feel of extra power.



UNITED KINGDOM

 Compact tractor 
 (medium chassis)

CK3510/3520 CK4010/4020

Power 35 HP 40 HP

Cylinder capacity 1826 cc/ 116N.m 1826 cc/122N.m

Diesel tank capacity 34 litres 34 litres

PTO  540-540 Eco  540-540 Eco

Hydraulic flow 44 L - min 17.36 + 27.04 44 L - min 17.36 + 27.04

Linkage Cat 1 maximum 1145 kg  
at link arms

Cat 1 maximum 1145 kg  
at link arms

Width with Ag tyres 1400 mm 1400 mm

Weight (ROPS) 1240 kg 1240 kg

 Equipment CK3510/3520 510 CK4010/4020

Mechanical transmission yes CK3520 Yes CK4020

Hydrostatic Transmission Yes CK3510HU Yes CK4010HU

Flat floor Standard Standard

Underseat protection plate Standard Standard

Loader Joystick Option Standard

2 x double acting valves (4 x ports) Option Standard

Open Hook type rear link arm ends cat 1 No Standard

Cruise speed and Linked pedal (HST only) Option CK3510 Standard CK4010

Twin Pedal (HST only) Standard CK3510 Standard CK4010

Mid PTO Option Option

Electric engaged auto PTO Standard CK3520 Standard

With two horse power models available 35 and 40,and two types of transmission the tractors can be 
supplied either with open platform ROPS or luxury spacious cabin. Dependent upon your requirements 
there will be a model that will perfectly suit your needs.

Both types of transmission, mechanical and HST will ensure that your time is used efficiently. The 
tractor’s power combines well with the transmission to produce maximum productivity. You are free 
to choose the option that suits your requirements.

The mechanical transmission has 12 forward and 12 reverse gears. You will have a gear suitable for 
any job you need to do. The HST models have 3 ranges. Twin pedal HST makes forward and reverse 
driving easy. The linked pedal feature is standard*. This links the engine revs. to the movement you 
apply to the HST pedals. It saves fuel and reduces unnecessary noise. Driving the tractor is a pleasure. 
On the HST model cruise control is also standard ensuring that you can maintain a consistent speed 
for those jobs that require precision.

Access to the cabin or ROPS tractors is easy. The driver platforms are flat and spacious. The controls 
are ergonomically arranged and the displays are clear to see. The operator will not be fatigued even 
after days with long working hours. With the Kioti CK tractor they will become easy. 

CK4010

CK4010 cabine climatisée

CK4020

Green space range

CK tractors 
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* On the CK4010HU/CH. CK4010
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UNITED KINGDOM

 Compact tractors  
 (Large chassis)

DK4510 DK5010 DK6010

Power - number of cylinders 45 HP - 4 cylinders 49 HP - 4 cylinders 58 HP - 3 cylinders Turbo CRDI

Cylinder capacity 2435 cc/ 144 N.m 2435 cc/ 159 N.m 1826 cc/ 175 N.m

Diesel tank 45 litres 45 litres 45 litres

Transmission Mechanical, 16 fwd. - 16 rev. Mechanical, 16 fwd. - 16 rev.
Mech., 16 fwd. - 16 rev.  
3 range HST

PTO 540-540 Eco 540-540 Eco 540-540 Eco / 540 rpm HST

Hydraulic Flow 54.8 l-min (18.4+36.4) 54.8 l-min (18.4+36.4) 54.8 l-min (18.4+36.4)

Rear linkage maximum lift CAT1 - Capacity de 1360 kg 
at link arms

CAT1 - Capacity 1360 kg  
at link arms

CAT2 - Capacity 1707 kg  
at link arms

Width with Ag. Tyres Std: 1520 mm/narrow: 1410 mm Std: 1520 mm/narrow: 1410 mm Std: 1596 mm/narrow: 1486 mm

Weight 1570 kg 1570 kg 1598 kg ROPS / 1887 kg cab.

 Equipment DK Range

Standard version with rear ROPS or narrow version with mid ROPS Option

Forward and reverse lever mechanic syncro or Hydro shuttle Option

2 rear double acting spool valves (4 x ports) Standard

Bi Speed turn Standard

Selectable automatic PTO Standard

Flat floor Standard

One touch lever for rear linkage Standard

Air conditioned cabin Only for DK6010

A large range of tractors with a big personality the DK tractors have a performance that exceeds all 
expectations. The modern styling and specification symbolises perfectly the spirit of power and capability.

If you are faced with jobs large or small, the strong construction and high specification of the DK range, 
made up of twelve models, 2 widths of chassis, 3 choices of horse power and now  

4 types of transmission will have a model to suit your needs.

Innovative technology is a permanent crusade for Kioti. The Hydro shuttle 
gear change system used on the DK4510 and 5010 models is indicative 

of this. To reduce driver fatigue, at speeds below 3 km/h it allows you to 
easily change between forward and reverse without depressing the foot 
clutch. It is a perfect solution when working in tight areas.

A further assistance (on the DK4510 / 5010) is the Bi speed turn feature. 
When engaged the tractor will turn on a very impressive tight radius.

Increasing the quality of the DK range further is the new 
DK6010. The Stage 3B CRDi engine is extremely economic 
to run and meets the latest environmental demands. 
The electronic injection system recycles the exhaust 
gases using a particulate filter that can be regenerated 
automatically or upon demand.

The spacious factory fitted cabin with airconditioning 
lives up to the high standards of comfort that Kioti 
tractor cabins are renowned for.

The high rear linkage lift capacity for the DK6010 
model makes this the ideal choice for a working 

tractor 

DK Tractors

DK



UNITED KINGDOM

 Agricultural Tractors RX6630PC RX7330PC

Power – number of cylinders 66 HP - 4 cylinder Turbo CRDI 73 HP - 4 cylinder Turbo CRDI

Cylinder capacity 2435 cc/ 220 N.m 2435 cc/ 240 N.m

Diesel Tank 90 liters 90 liters

PTO 540-540 Eco 540-540 Eco

Hydraulic Flow 67.6 l-min (26+41.6) 67.6 l-min (26+41.6)

Capacity of rear Linkage CAT2 - Capacity 2400 kg at link arms CAT2 - Capacity 2400 kg at link arms

Width with Ag tyres 1800 mm 1960 mm

Weight with cabin 2630 kg 2795 kg

Agricultural Range

RX Tractors

RX
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 Equipment RX Range

ROPS or cabin version Option

Mechanical or Power shuttle Option

Electonic shuttle Standard (on power shuttle models)

1 double acting spool valve (2 ports) Standard

2nd and 3rd double acting valves Option

Loader Joystick Standard

External 3 point linkage control Standard

Work lights front and rear for cabin Standard

The RX30 range of tractors has two horse power engines 66 and 73. They 
are the latest models in a well proven range that has evolved since 2011.

The RX range combines the advantages of traditional mechanical and 
more modern technologies. 

The mechanical synchronised gearbox has 24 forward and 24 reverse 
gears including creep. The shuttle works well even under load. Electronic 
injection, airconditioning, electrohydraulic 4 wheel drive engagement are 
just some of the characteristics of the RX range.

The RX cabin is spacious, easily accessed and exceptionally quiet. The 
controls are intelligently laid out and simple. It offers to you a level of comfort 
and specification that other tractors of this power cannot measure up to.

New for the RX 30 series power shuttle model, is the ability to change 
between gears without using the foot clutch. This works by the operator 

pressing the electric switches that are mounted into the power 
shuttle lever. Using this system you are guaranteed the ultimate in 
smooth gear changes.



UNITED KINGDOM

 Equipment PX Range

Mechanical gearbox (32 fwd.32 rev.)  
with electro hydraulic shuttle*. 

Standard

Loader Joystick Standard

2 double acting spool valve. (4 ports) Standard

3rd double acting spool valve with floating position Option

Computerised dash board Standard

Pneumatic seat Standard

Retractable mirrors Standard

Front mud guards Standard

Automatic PTO Standard

The range of Kioti PX tractors with three horse power models  
93 – 103 and 110 HP answers perfectly the requirements for 
agriculture, polyculture and municipal activities.
Thanks to the styling and layout you will fall in love with this tractor 
at first sight. The curved profile and the fine design of the single 
piece bonnet suits the orange and black giving the Kioti PX tractor 
a strong image. 
Even demanding professionals are surprised by the technical 
characteristics of this new range. an increased flow of oil to the 
hydraulic pump (73.7 litres per min). and a lift capacity at the linkage 
of 4650KG. never fail to impress. The powerful Doosan engine with 
3400cc and the gear box (32 forward and 32 reverse gears) with an 
electric clutch on the power shuttle lever giving excellent smooth 
changes completes the tractor! 

The new PX 
The flag ship of the Kioti tractor range 

 Agricultural Tractors PX9530 PX1053 PX1153

Power - number of cylinders 93 HP - 4 cylinder Turbo 103 HP - 4 cylinder Turbo 110 HP - 4 cylinder Turbo

Cylinder capacity 3409 cc/ 390 N.m 3409 cc/ 430 N.m 3409 cc/ 430 N.m

Diesel tank 130 litres 130 litres 130 litres

PTO 540-540 Eco-1000 trs/min 540-540 Eco-1000 trs/min 540-540 Eco -1000 trs/min

Hydraulic Flow 119.2 l-min (46.5+72.7) 119.2 l-min (46.5+72.7) 119.2 l-min (46.5+72.7)

Capacity of rear Linkage CAT2 - capacity 4650 kg  
at link arms

CAT2 - capacity 4650 kg 
at link arms

CAT2 - capacity 4650 kg  
at link arms

Width with Ag tyres 2150 mm 2150 mm 2150 mm

Weight with cabin 4200 kg 4200 kg 4200 kg

PX

PX Tractors

Agricultural Range10

*PX9530C
mechanical shuttle synchronised 
gearbox with only 16 - 16



The Kioti Mechron utility vehicle comes with a good sized load bed 
making it useful for a wide number of purposes such as agriculture, 
Shoots, Leisure centres, golf courses livestock etc.

The powerful diesel engine of 24 Hp is positioned at the centre of the 
unit giving a perfect weight balance. The gearbox with 2 ranges driven 
by a variator belt allows you to cover all types of ground upto 40 kmh.

The Mechron is Homologated as an agricultural tractor. The 4 wheel 
drive, the high ground clearance, the speed ranges, low and high with 
the large diameter tyres give the Kioti Mechron an excellent performance.

The Kioti Mechron can be configured as you wish. There are many 
options. For example, for golf and municipals the Mechron is normally 
supplied with just a front glass screen and canopy. In agriculture the 
Mechron will be purchased equipped with either the half door option 
or the full cabin with heater. 

The uses of the Mechron are endless. Typical in agriculture is for a 
scraper blade to be mounted to the front this becomes the ideal tool 
for pushing feed back towards the cattle barriers.

Whatever your need the Kioti Mechron will answer your requirements.

 Side by side Utility Mechron 2400

Horse power – number of cylinders 24 HP - 3 cylinders

Cylinder capacity 1007 cc

Diesel tank 28 liters

Transmission Variator 2 fwd ranges + reverse

Number of seats 3

Maximum load for rear bed 500 kg

Rear bed dimensions (Length, width height) 978*1427*293 mm

Wheelbase 1940 mm

Width 1543 mm

Weight 765 kg

 Equipment Mechron 2400

Road Homologation Standard

Hydraulic power steering Standard

Hydraulic tip kit Option

Enclosed cabin with ventilation and heater Option

Suspension driver’s seat Standard

Front winch Option

Aluminium wheel rims Option

Golf protection kit Option

UNITED KINGDOM

Mechron Utility vehicle

Green space range / Agricultural Range 11

MECHRON



KIOTI

Kioti UK LTD
Abbotsley Golf Hotel
Potton Road
St Neots, Cambs PE19 6XN

www.kioti-uk.com
KIOTI France

RESELLER INFORMATION


